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Abstract

Purpose Statistical methods for identifying response shift

(RS) at the individual level could be of great practical

value in interpreting change in PRO data. Guttman errors

(GE) may help to identify discrepancies in respondent’s

answers to items compared to an expected response pattern

and to identify subgroups of patients that are more likely to

present response shift. This study explores the benefits of

using a GE-based method for RS detection at the subgroup

and item levels.

Methods The analysis was performed on the SatisQoL

study. The number of GE was determined for each indi-

vidual at each time of measurement (at baseline T0 and

6 months after discharge M6). Individuals showing dis-

crepancies (with many GE) were suspected to interpret the

items differently from the majority of the sample. Patients

having a large number of GE at M6 only and not at T0

were assumed to present RS. Patients having a small

number of GE at T0 and M6 were assumed to present no

RS. The RespOnse Shift ALgorithm in Item response

theory (ROSALI) was then applied on the whole sample

and on both groups.

Results Different types of RS (non-uniform recalibration,

reprioritization) were more prevalent in the group com-

posed of patients assumed to present RS based on GE. On

the opposite, no RS was detected on patients having few

GE.

Conclusions Guttman errors and item response theory

models seem to be relevant tools to discriminate individ-

uals affected by RS from the others at the item level.

Keywords Response shift � Guttman errors � Item

response theory � Item level � Individual level

Introduction

Patient-reported outcomes (PRO) are increasingly used in

longitudinal studies to take into account patient’s per-

spective and experience of disease and assess perceived

health changes over time. The interpretability of PRO data

and of its evolution can be complex and obfuscated by

several phenomena, such as response shift (RS) due to the

patients’ changing standards, values or conceptualization

of what the PRO is intended to measure. As a consequence

of RS, observed patient’s changes may reflect true per-

ceived health changes combined with questionnaire per-

ception changes. RS can also be viewed as an indication of

a possible therapeutic benefit coming from some form of

psychological adaptation or adjustment. It has been

hypothesized that RS can result from three different pro-

cesses: (1) recalibration (changes in the patient’s internal

standards of measurements), (2) reprioritization (changes

in the patient’s values) and (3) reconceptualization (chan-

ges in the patient’s definition of what is being measured)

[1]. Several approaches have been proposed for RS

detection and adjustment in the appraisal of change of PRO

over time such as the ‘‘then-test’’ [1], structural equation

modeling (SEM) [2], item response theory (IRT) [3], or

group-based trajectory analysis (latent trajectories created

from the centered residuals of a random effects model to

identify subgroups of the population) [4]. Among these, the
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‘‘then-test’’ only allows for the detection of recalibration

RS while SEM and IRT allow for all types of RS detection

(recalibration, reprioritization and reconceptualization),

even though it seems that IRT has to date only been applied

for recalibration and reprioritization RS. In contrast, group-

based trajectory analysis will indicate that RS is suspected

and will not allow for determining the type of RS that

occurred, but can give clues to the timing of RS.

Further, the ‘‘then-test’’ as well as the SEM and IRT

approaches allow for the detection of RS at the group level,

while group-based trajectory analysis can be used for

identifying RS at the individual level. It has already been

discussed [4] that statistical methods for identifying RS at

the individual level could be of great practical value in

interpreting change in PRO data. In fact, group level-based

analyses may mask important meaningful differences over

time. Moreover, in order to gain more insight on the RS

phenomena, RS detection at the item level could also be

worthwhile investigating. Following these ideas, it might

be of value to propose a method for RS detection at the

individual and item levels also allowing for the identifi-

cation of the different types of RS. Using IRT models could

be interesting because they are formulated at item level. In

the IRT framework, RS detection is based on item

parameters such as their difficulties and their discrimina-

tion power. When no RS is assumed, item parameters are

not supposed to vary over time. RS is suspected otherwise.

To go toward RS detection at a more individual level,

we propose a method to detect RS at subgroup level. To

further assess whether response patterns vary at an indi-

vidual level, indices such as the number of Guttman errors

[5] may be used to detect discrepancies in respondent’s

answers compared to an expected response pattern under

some hypothesis (no RS for instance). Discrepancies and

resulting Guttman errors at each time of measurement may

help identifying patients that might perceive the question-

naire differently than the majority of the sample over time

(assumed to not present RS). Such an approach could

identify subgroups of patients that are more likely to pre-

sent response shift.

The aim of this study was to explore the benefits of

using a new method combining IRT and Guttman errors for

RS detection across subpopulations at item level for esti-

mating and interpreting observed differences in quality of

life over time in a clinical study.

Materials and methods

Sample

This analysis was performed on a subsample of the Satis-

QoL study [6]. The SatisQoL study is a French multicenter

(three centers) cohort study designed to assess the rela-

tionships between satisfaction with care and health-related

quality of life (HRQL) after being hospitalized in a uni-

versity hospital for a medical or surgical intervention

related to a chronic disease. Patients between 18 and

75 years, suffering from a chronic disease for less than

6 months at initial admission, and undergoing a medical or

surgical intervention during hospitalization could be

enrolled in the study. Patients were asked to fill in a variety

of questionnaires (including HRQL measurement) shortly

after admission (T0) and at 6 months after discharge (M6).

In this study, we focused on patients who underwent

surgery.

Main outcome

HRQL was assessed at baseline and 6 months after dis-

charge using the SF36 v1.3 in French [7, 8]. This analysis

was restricted to the general health (GH) dimension of the

SF-36 composed of five items having five answer cate-

gories (Excellent/Very good/Good/Fair/Poor or Definitely

true/Mostly true/Don’t know/Mostly false/Definitely false):

(1) item 1 ‘‘In general, would you say your health is,’’ (2)

item 33 ‘‘I seem to get sick a little easier than other peo-

ple,’’ (3) item 34 ‘‘I am as healthy as anybody I know,’’ (4)

item 35 ‘‘I expect my health to get worse’’ and (5) item 36

‘‘My health is excellent.’’

Identification of individuals with discrepancies

In a first step, individuals with observed discrepancies

based on the number of Guttman errors [5] at each time of

measurements were identified and assigned in different

groups. Guttman errors are simple to implement as no

parameters need to be estimated. It only requires the rank-

ordering of the response categories and the assumption that

an individual perceiving the items in the same manner than

the majority of the sample and answering positively to a

given response category to an item will also answer posi-

tively to easier response categories (that have a lower

rank). Following this assumption, Guttman errors represent

the total number of incoherent combinations of responses

between all the combinations of two items for each patient.

They were computed by ordering all the possible response

categories (of all of the answered items) from the easiest

(the most prevalent) to the most difficult (the least preva-

lent). A Guttman error was identified as soon as a patient

responded to a given response category for one item of the

questionnaire and simultaneously did not respond to an

easier response category to another item. In this work, the

response categories are ordered using the patients’

responses observed at the first time of measurement (T0 in

the whole sample). The number of Guttman errors was
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subsequently determined for each individual at each time

of measurement (T0 and M6). To determine the number of

Guttman errors that define a low or high number of Gutt-

man errors, we looked at the two histograms of the Gutt-

man errors at times T0 and M6, respectively. A cutoff was

graphically determined using the distribution of individu-

als’ number of Guttman errors in order to distinguish at

each time of measurement patients with a lot of Guttman

errors from the others.

Four groups of patients were subsequently defined given

that they presented a lower number of Guttman errors than

the cutoff or not at a given time. Patients showing a small

number of Guttman errors at T0 and at M6 were assumed

to have the same perception of the questionnaire over time

and to present no RS and were allocated in the ‘‘no dis-

crepancy’’ group. The ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group is com-

posed of patients having a large number of Guttman errors

at M6 only and not at T0. Hence, it corresponds to patients

having the same perception of the items as the majority of

the sample at T0, but a different perception at M6 which

could fit with the usual definition of response shift.

The other two groups contain patients having discrep-

ancies at T0 and could be composed of various types of

discrepancies including response shift or differential item

functioning (DIF) for instance. The ‘‘early discrepancies’’

group is composed of patients having a large number of

Guttman errors at T0 only, but not at M6. The patients

having a large number of Guttman errors at T0 and at M6

belong to the ‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ group which could

correspond to a group of patients presenting differential

item functioning and other deviations from the response

pattern of the majority of the sample.

Detection of the response shift

In a second step, the RespOnse Shift ALgorithm in Item

response theory (ROSALI) [3] was applied on the whole

sample of patients and on the ‘‘no discrepancy’’ and ‘‘late

discrepancies’’ groups separately. Patients in the ‘‘no dis-

crepancy’’ group were assumed to present no RS given the

clustering, and we expected no or few response shifts

detected with ROSALI in this group. On the opposite,

patients in the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group were assumed to

fit with the usual definition of response shift given the

clustering, and we expected to detect different types of

response shift with ROSALI in this group. The ‘‘early

discrepancies’’ and ‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ seem to be

composed of various sources of deviations, and the use of

ROSALI would probably not be adequate in these groups.

Therefore, ROSALI was not applied on the ‘‘early dis-

crepancies’’ and ‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ groups.

ROSALI is an algorithm for RS detection at item level

using IRT polytomous models, the longitudinal generalized

partial credit model and the longitudinal partial credit

model. This algorithm allows non-uniform and uniform

recalibration, reprioritization detection and true change

estimation with these types of RS taken into consideration

if appropriate. ROSALI detects and takes account of

response shift following different steps:

0. Estimating the item difficulties from the data at T0 in a

preliminary step.

1. Establishing a measurement model (model 1) taking

into account the following types of RS: recalibration

(uniform and non-uniform) and reprioritization (step

1). The measurement model assumes no true change.

2. Fitting a model with true change and no RS (model 2)

and evaluating overall RS by a LR test comparing

model 1 and model 2 (step 2).

3. If the LR test is significant (overall RS detected):

Detecting each type of RS on each item (step 3) by

releasing constraints on RS parameters one at a time

starting from model 2. Each release of constraint is

tested by likelihood ratio tests, and the most significant

is retained to update the model (model 3). The model 3

is updated iteratively until no more RS is detected. All

tests for response shift detection are adjusted using

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

The RS is hierarchically detected as items presenting

recalibration are identified first. At the same time, the

type of recalibration (uniform or non-uniform) is

determined. Then, items presenting reprioritization

are identified.

4. Estimating true change (step 4) in a model accounting

for all types of response shifts detected in the previous

steps (model 4).

The statistical analyses were performed with STATA 13

MP and SAS 9.3.

Results

Sample characteristics

Table 1 summarizes characteristics of the 669 patients who

underwent surgery included in this study (selected sam-

ple—SS). The average age was 55 years, 53 % of the

patients were men, and 16 % lived alone. They had, in

average, 2.1 children, and 32 % of the patients had a pro-

fessional activity. The 669 patients went through various

surgical procedures belonging to 11 medical areas.

Among these patients, 29 (4 %), 118 (18 %), and 23

(3 %) did not completely fulfill the items related to GH

dimension of the SF36 questionnaire at T0, M6 or T0, and

M6, respectively. Consequently, the Guttman errors of

each patient could be computed for only 499 patients at the
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two times of measurement (work sample—WS). The his-

tograms (data not shown) at times T0 and M6 of the

Guttman errors presented a bimodal distribution with a

cutoff at about five errors. Four groups of patients were

subsequently defined:

• No discrepancy group: individuals with less than five

Guttman errors at T0 and at M6

• Late discrepancies group: individuals with less than

five Guttman errors at T0 and at least five at M6

• Early discrepancies group: individuals with at least five

Guttman errors at T0 and less than five at M6

• Persistent discrepancies group: individuals with at least

five Guttman errors at T0 and at M6.

Table 1 presents a descriptive analysis of the four

groups of patients. There were significant differences

between the four groups in terms of age (p = 0.03), with

lower age for the group with persistent discrepancies, and a

difference close to significance for the number of children

(p = 0.07). There were no significant differences in terms

of sex (p = 0.74), familial status (p = 0.45), level of

education (p = 0.62), professional activity (p = 0.28),

reason for hospital admission (p = 0.44) and hospitaliza-

tion duration (p = 0.86).

Response shift detection

Table 2 describes for the work sample and for each group

with no discrepancies at T0 the types of response shift

detected using ROSALI. In the work sample, reprioritiza-

tion is detected on the items 33–36. In the group with no

discrepancies, no type of response shift is detected. Many

types of response shift are detected in the group with late

discrepancies. All five items of the GH scale are affected

by RS. Indeed, items 33, 34, 35 and 36 are affected by

Table 1 Description of the samples (SS selected sample, WS work sample) and of the groups of patients

Variables SS WS No disc. Late disc. Early disc. Persistent disc. p value

N 669 499 258 77 81 83

Discrepancies at T0 – – No No Yes Yes

Discrepancies at M6 – – No Yes No Yes

Sex

Males 53 % 53 % 55 % 49 % 51 % 52 % 0.74

Age

Mean 55.11 54.30 55.62 54.66 53.64 50.52 0.03

Standard deviation 13.53 13.51 13.44 12.27 11.74 15.72

Familial status

Alone 16 % 17 % 19 % 14 % 16 % 12 % 0.45

Number of children

Mean 2.09 2.07 1.96 2.27 1.95 2.38 0.07

Standard deviation 1.37 1.34 1.20 1.62 1.25 1.53

Level of education

Primary school 22 % 22 % 22 % 29 % 19 % 17 %

Junior or senior high school 45 % 50 % 49 % 45 % 57 % 51 %

Higher education 16 % 20 % 21 % 22 % 22 % 14 % 0.62

Professional activity 32 % 39 % 38 % 38 % 37 % 45 % 0.28

Reason for hospital admission

ENT–Ophthalmology 21 % 21 % 25 % 17 % 20 % 12 %

Circulatory system 15 % 12 % 11 % 14 % 16 % 10 %

Gastrointestinal 18 % 18 % 18 % 18 % 19 % 18 %

Rheumatology 18 % 18 % 17 % 18 % 21 % 19 %

Urology–Nephrology 11 % 12 % 11 % 13 % 7 % 20 %

Others 17 % 19 % 18 % 19 % 17 % 20 % 0.44

Number of nights of hospitalization

Mean 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.63 0.72 0.60 0.86

Standard deviation 1.25 1.11 1.19 1.07 1.09 0.90

disc. discrepancies
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reprioritization, and items 1, 33, 34 and 35 are also affected

by non-uniform recalibration in this group. The same items

are affected by reprioritization in the work sample and in

the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group, but they are not affected in

the same way. In the work sample, items 34 and 36 are

more predictive of the latent trait level (RP parameter

estimates[1) at M6 than at T0. On the opposite, items 33

and 35 are less predictive of the latent trait level at M6 than

at T0. In the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group, items 33, 34, 35

and 36 are all less predictive of the latent trait level at M6

than at T0.

In the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group, the non-uniform

recalibration affecting the item 1 ‘‘In general, would you

say your health is’’ results in a narrower distribution of the

item difficulties along the latent trait continuum at M6

compared to T0. Indeed, the two most difficult item diffi-

culties become easier at M6, and inversely, the two easiest

item difficulties become more difficult at M6. For the same

level of latent trait at both times of measurement, it is more

difficult to endorse ‘‘fair’’ rather than ‘‘poor’’ and ‘‘good’’

rather than ‘‘fair’’ categories at M6, and it is easier to

endorse ‘‘very good’’ rather than ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘excellent’’

rather than ‘‘very good’’ categories at M6 (item 1 is

reversed for the analysis). For items 33, 34 and 35, three

out of four item difficulties become easier at M6, including

the easiest and the most difficult item difficulties of each

item, leading to a global shift to the left of the latent trait

continuum due to non-uniform recalibration. Recalibration

is non-uniform because 1 over 4 item difficulties shift in

the other way (on the right of the latent trait continuum) for

each of the items 33, 34 and 35, and the shifts of the item

difficulties for a given item have not the same magnitude.

Table 3 presents the estimates of the true change

parameter and its standard error in models accounting for

RS or not. In the work sample and in the group with no

discrepancies, no significant change is observed between

T0 and M6 whether the RS is accounted for or not. In the

group with late discrepancies, the change is higher when

the RS is not accounted for and the estimated change

between T0 and M6 is almost significant (p = 0.06). When

the RS is taken into account in the model, the change is

estimated at -0.10 and is not significantly different from 0

(p = 0.46).

Discussion

This paper presents the response shift detection on the GH

dimension of the SF-36 questionnaire at two times of

measurement [at the end of hospitalization (T0), and

Table 2 Detected types of response shift for each item and corresponding estimated parameters in the work sample and the groups with no

discrepancies at T0

Item Work sample No discrepancies Late discrepancies

N 499 258 77

Item 1

In general, would you say your health is NURC

Item 33

I seem to get sick a little easier than other people RP NURC ? RP

Item 34

I am as healthy as anybody I know RP NURC ? RP

Item 35

I expect my health to get worse RP NURC ? RP

Item 36

My health is excellent RP RP

RPa RCb RPa RCb RPa RCb

Item 1 1.17/1.47/-1.84/-1.69

Item 33 0.80 0.10 -6.28/3.60/-5.00/-4.06

Item 34 1.33 0.26 -0.76/-0.40/0.18/-0.85

Item 35 0.76 0.13 -3.89/-0.45/6.24/-1.87

Item 36 1.65 0.45

URC uniform recalibration, NURC non-uniform recalibration, RC recalibration, RP reprioritization
a RP parameter = 1 if no RS occurred (parameter estimates not shown if no RS occurred)
b RC parameter = 0 if no RS occurred (parameter estimates not shown if no RS occurred), one parameter per positive response category
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6 months later (M6)] on a subsample of the SatisQoL study

using two different ways of handling response shift

between these two times of measurement. A model con-

sidering response shift at the sample level (work sample) is

compared to a model where the response shift is detected in

two groups dividing individuals assuming to present

response shift or not based on their individual number of

Guttman errors.

As expected, types and amount of detected RS differ in

the work sample and in the two groups. Reprioritization

was found on four items in the work sample. In the ‘‘no

discrepancies’’ group, no response shift was detected. The

absence of response shift in the ‘‘no discrepancies’’ group

compared to the work sample is in agreement with the

assumption that the patients with few Guttman errors at T0

and M6 are supposed to present no or less RS than the

remainder of the sample. On the opposite, in the ‘‘late

discrepancies’’ group, non-uniform recalibration affected

four items and reprioritization was found on four items.

This group was composed of patients with few Guttman

errors at T0 and many Guttman errors at M6 and so

assuming to present RS at M6 following the usual defini-

tion of response shift where a change in the standards or

values of patients is assumed to have occurred between the

two times of measurement. Therefore, the large amount of

RS detected in this group seems consistent with the clus-

tering based on Guttman errors.

Furthermore, this study has also shown that the esti-

mation of the true change can vary a lot whether the

response shift is taken into account or not in the different

groups identified according to the number of Guttman

errors. In the work sample where a small amount of RS was

detected, the estimated true change was not significantly

different from 0 whether the response shift was taken into

account or not. But in the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group,

where all items were affected by different types of RS, the

estimated true change is higher when RS is not accounted

for and almost leads to conclude to a deterioration of the

health-related quality of life on the global health dimension

between T0 and M6 (p = 0.06). When RS is accounted for,

the estimation of the true change is not significant and

shows that the global health has stayed stable between T0

and M6 for the ‘‘late discrepancies’’ group (p = 0.46).

ROSALI has been previously applied on the SatisQoL

dataset [3]. Results in terms of response shifts in the

ROSALI paper are quite different from the results of the

work sample in this study. In the ROSALI paper, non-

uniform recalibration was found on item 1 and uniform

recalibration was found on item 35 for IRT. Reprioritiza-

tion was evidenced on all items of the GH subscale. In the

work sample, reprioritization was detected on items 33, 34,

35 and 36, and no recalibration was detected. Guttman

errors can only be computed if the patients answered all

items at both times of measurement. Consequently, 79

patients (13.7 %) of the sample included in the ROSALI

paper (N = 578) are not included in the work sample

(N = 499). Therefore, missing data seems to have an

impact on the results of response shift detection. As well as

other methods for response shift detection that are quite

new, the performance of the ROSALI has to be assessed

through simulation studies. Simulation studies would allow

validating the whole procedure to detect response shift by

assessing whether the different steps correctly detect the

correct type of response shift on the correct items, in case

of complete or incomplete data. Such studies would also

help to quantify the potential bias in parameter estimates

and evaluate the impact of missing data on the response

shift detection. Finally, the separate response shift detec-

tion analyses in each group and in the work sample led to

set the item parameters at T0 to different values for each

group. In fact, the item parameters were automatically set

to the estimated values estimated in the step 0 of ROSALI

within each group. A more refined way to proceed to the

response shift detection would be to set the item parameters

within each group to the estimated values of the work

sample to make the comparisons between each group and

the work sample more sensible. In practice, the ROSALI

package has not been developed with this option, and this

will be an important development for the future.

From a methodological point of view, this approach

raises several questions. First, the choice of the reference

frame (T0) to determine the order of the response

Table 3 Estimated true change

parameters in the work sample

and the groups with no

discrepancies at T0

Work sample No discrepancies Late discrepancies

N 499 258 77

True change Est. (s.e.) p value Est. (s.e.) p value Est. (s.e.) p value

RS not accounted for -0.03 (0.04) 0.42 -0.12 (0.11) 0.27 -0.37 (0.19) 0.06

RS accounted for -0.01 (0.04) 0.83 -0.12a (0.11)a 0.27a -0.27 (0.36) 0.46

Est. estimate, s.e. standard error

p value: p value of test of nullity of the true change
a No RS detected in this group
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categories, and consequently, the number of Guttman

errors to identify individuals presenting discrepancies at T0

or M6 can be questioned. Then, the threshold for the

number of Guttman errors (set to 5 in this analysis) to

determine the groups that should be further explored in a

sensitivity analysis as this cutoff can lead to more or less

homogeneous groups. Furthermore, this threshold should

be higher than the number of Guttman errors due to chance

to ensure a meaningful clustering. In this context, the

choice of the questionnaire has its importance as a ques-

tionnaire validated with IRT might produce less Guttman

errors by chance and thus allows a better identification of

individuals with discrepancies or not. A good way to

improve the clustering of patients could be to define the

groups by recursively partitioning the Guttman errors at T0

and T6 following the idea of the GetR package [9]. In this

approach, the Guttman error tree constructed by recursive

partitioning is adapted for cross-sectional designs.

A Guttman error tree adapted to a longitudinal design could

possibly define more homogeneous subgroups and over-

come the difficulties related to the determination of the

threshold. Another limit is related to the way the discrep-

ancies were considered at each time, in a binary fashion

(presence/absence) in this analysis. It could be of value to

link the number of Guttman errors per patient with more

than one threshold to define the subsequent groups more

precisely and in a more homogeneous way. However, this

would imply a greater number of groups of patients, thus

increasing the complexity of the analyses and requiring

large sample sizes. Finally, other indices could be consid-

ered to identify individuals presenting discrepancies.

Stochastic non-parametric IRT models have a long-stand-

ing tradition of using statistical methods to identify aber-

rant response patterns [10, 11], but most of these have been

applied in educational research and/or to dichotomous

items only. PRO studies are structurally different from

studies in educational and psychological measurements

because the number of individuals and the number of items

are small compared to studies in educational measurement.

The performance of the Guttman error-based indices seems

to have never been evaluated in the context of PRO studies.

Another main difference is that PRO questionnaires are

mainly composed of polytomous items. The items are not

easily convertible from polytomous to dichotomous items,

and it is generally out of purpose to dichotomize them as a

lot of information might be lost, and this may distort the

validity and reliability of the PRO questionnaires. Other

statistical methods could provide an index with higher

performance (based on indices derived from Guttman

errors or on CUSUM for example) to detect deviations

from an expected response pattern than the number of

Guttman errors, but further research on their applicability is

warranted.

The ‘‘classify-analyze’’ strategy implemented in this

study is a natural stepwise approach [12], but pitfalls of this

strategy have been documented in the latent class analysis

and general growth mixture modeling literature [13]. For

instance, a study [14] where subgroups are created first, by

fitting a latent class growth mixture to distinguish a number

of life satisfaction trajectories, and where the presence of

response shift is determined thereafter, by comparative

analyses between life satisfaction measures in each of the

subgroups, may lead to biased parameter estimates in the

second step [15]. In this example, the second step (analysis

step) assumes that all cases are perfectly assigned to a class

and ignores the fact that a case could be not assigned to the

correct class. The uncertainty in the class membership of

the classification step has to be integrated in the secondary

analysis to avoid biases results. Our study follows a

‘‘classify-analyze’’ strategy, and results might suffer from

this two-step approach. Contrary to the growth mixture

modeling, the definition of groups based on Guttman errors

does not bring uncertainty in class membership as the

number of Guttman errors are deterministically computed

from the rank-ordering of the response categories. But, the

uncertainty related to the rank-ordering of the response

categories based on the observed responses of the patients

probably has an effect on the results of the response shift

detection in the subgroups. Several research paths have to

be investigated to evaluate the performance of the proposed

approach and to improve it regarding its deterministic

aspect in the first step (Guttman errors). Firstly, its per-

formance and the potential bias on the results could be

evaluated in a simulation study. Then, some recent devel-

opments regarding the ‘‘classify-analyze’’ strategy could

help to improve the results obtained for the response shift

detection step. Two approaches have proven to perform

well to take into account the classification error: the one-

step approach, and the three-step approaches [15–17]. A

one-step approach seems attractive, but complicated to

implement in our case. This would lead to consider a

longitudinal mixture IRT model [18] or an adaptation of

the overlapping waves model [19] to allow defining dif-

ferent latent trajectories and simultaneously defining dif-

ferent item response patterns. Since complex growth

mixture models and complex IRT models both have con-

vergence problems, we can hypothesize that such a model,

no matter how attractive it might be, might fail to converge

or that the estimation process may take a considerable time

using maximum likelihood estimation. As mixture IRT

models have been developed in educational measurement,

their performances have been evaluated with large item

sample sizes (60–240 items in [18]), and large person

sample sizes (350–700 individuals in [18]). The common

small number of items and of individuals in PRO studies

compared to educational measurement studies raise the
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question of the performance of mixture IRT models in this

context. Recent developments in Bayesian estimation of

both growth mixture [20] and IRT models [21] could fasten

the estimation process, but might not solve the problem of

small sample sizes in PRO studies. A Bayesian estimation

of the parameters will also lead to redevelop ROSALI that

was based on maximum likelihood estimation and to

determine the appropriate a priori distribution of the

parameters for which little is known. Apart from these

technical considerations, interpretation of such models will

be very difficult as each individual could have a different

trajectory as well as a different growth. A clear identifi-

cation of the presence of response shift and of the type of

response shift will probably be difficult. However, it is

clear that these models have the advantage of detecting

response shift at the individual level rather than at the

subgroup level and allow including covariates to describe

differences between the classes.

Another adaptation could be to take account of the

uncertainty of the first step in the response shift detection

step such as in the three-step approach [16, 17]. In the

mixture modeling domain, a step is added between the

classification step and the secondary analysis to compute

weights to be used in the secondary analysis that will

correct the bias due to the uncertainty of class membership.

Developing a three-step approach for response shift

detection at subgroup level assumes that we would be able

to quantify analytically the potential bias due to the clus-

tering based on Guttman errors. As for a one-step

approach, a three-step approach would not be straightfor-

ward and will require extended developments.

Regarding the clinical implication of this work, we only

consider patients having a surgical intervention in the

SatisQoL dataset (669 patients among the 1473 patients of

this study—45 %). By doing so, we tried to select patients

that could be more likely to present response shift (since a

catalyst is assumed to be required in order to present

response shift [22, 23]). It can be hypothesized that results

might have been different using the whole sample of the

SatisQoL study. Furthermore, selecting patients who

underwent surgery led to consider a very heterogeneous

group of patients in terms of disease and type of surgery.

This might explain the fact that a large number of patients

of the sample (about 33 %) had a lot of Guttman errors at

T0.

The interpretation of the link between discrepancies

measured using Guttman errors and response shift can

also be questioned. The detection of response shift could

not be adequate on the two groups with discrepancies at

T0, the ‘‘early discrepancies’’ and the ‘‘persistent dis-

crepancies’’ groups. In the usual definition of response

shift at sample level, the time of reference is T0 and all

the individuals are assumed to display the same amount

and types of response shift at M6 compared to T0. By

looking at the subgroup level, Guttman errors identified

patients whose perception of the questionnaire is already

different from the whole sample at T0. The ‘‘early dis-

crepancies’’ group presents few Guttman errors at M6 so

we can assume that the perception of the questionnaire is

then becoming similar to the majority of the sample. But

we can wonder if this evolution can be considered as a

response shift in its usual definition. Furthermore, the

‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ group presents also many

Guttman errors at M6, but these discrepancies may not

necessarily be on the same items between T0 and M6.

Hence, this group may be composed of patients whose

discrepancies are not on the same items at both times of

measurement and for whom response shift detection and

interpretation makes sense. But this group can also con-

tain patients whose discrepancies are on the same items at

both times, and these patients should rather be considered

as having no response shift. As these patients have a

different perception of the questionnaire compared to the

whole sample at both times of measurement, differential

item functioning [24, 25] may occur if the discrepancies

pertain to the same items over time for this subsample.

So, the ‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ group may mix toge-

ther very different patients and response shift detection

assuming that all the patients of this group are affected

the same way seems not adequate. The clustering of

patients based on Guttman errors has to be improved to

include not only the number of Guttman errors, but also

the items with discrepancies at each time of measurement.

The identification of patients with persistent discrepancies

on the same items over time or not might help to better

assign patients in the ‘‘persistent discrepancies’’ group

and to perform response shift detection wisely. The idea

that patients might show various types of deviations in the

groups with discrepancies at T0 is supported by the

results obtained trying to apply ROSALI on these groups.

For both groups, convergence problems appeared in steps

1 and 2 of ROSALI when fitting a model without true

change and RS accounted for (model 1) or when fitting a

model with true change and RS not accounted for (model

2). As a reminder, in the preliminary step of ROSALI,

item difficulties are estimated at T0, and these values are

then used in longitudinal models 1 and 2 to set the values

of the item difficulties. As both groups present many

Guttman errors at T0, patients might be very heteroge-

neous and item difficulties in the preliminary step might

be misestimated. Hence, models 1 and 2 may be difficult

to fit because item difficulties were potentially set to

erroneous values. Selecting patients with a high number

of Guttman errors at T0 might lead to combine together

deviations due to response shift, to DIF and to violations

of the model. Therefore, a parametric IRT model as
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models used in ROSALI might be unlikely to fit, whereas

patients have been selected due to their nonfitting to

nonparametric IRT (Guttman errors).

The ‘‘no discrepancies’’ group is composed of half of the

patients of the sample, and each of the three groups with

discrepancies at T0 and/or M6 is composed of about a sixth

of the patients. This distribution of the patients in the four

groups argues in favor of response shift detection at the

individual level in the future as it seems difficult to assume

that all patients experience the same amount and the same

type of response shift in the SatisQoL data. Therefore,

mixing an item-level approach and an individual approach

of the response shift phenomenon seems to be an inter-

esting path of development for the analysis of subjective

concepts such as patient-reported outcomes in a longitu-

dinal framework. However, the best approach remains

today unknown, and only methodological works through

simulation studies, for example, will help determining

advantages and drawbacks of the different approaches.
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